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 Trump concedes defeat while ordering GSA to start the transition. Odds that ex-Yellen will 

become Treasury Secretary, vaccine hopes with AstraZeneca joining the list and Brexit 

optimism favor risk. 

 

NY Fed frets about challenges, recovery still faces & push from Trump for more aggressive and 

coordinated action against Beijing.  

 

As the second part of the W-shape has just started in Europe, a long and uncertain road to 

recovery remains ahead whereas U.S. business activity expanded at the fastest rate in more 

than five years led by the quickest pickup in mfg. 

 

USD index had broken November's lows before PMI-driven rebound from 92.01 and ahead of 

this year's key 91.73 low. USD and the US yields look to have bottomed for now -  growth 

divergence debate is decisively in favor of USD despite consensus is skewed against that. 

 

EZ is on track for first double-dip recession in nearly a decade. Flash composite PMI, fell to 45.1 

from Oct's 50.0. Markets shrugged it off but when US PMIs showed the mirror, Euro tumbled 

from 1.1906 to 1.17995 before rebounding to middle of day's range-  hits both highest and 

lowest levels in more than a week. Completes a bearish outside day. Support at 21dma at 

1.1793 has to break for downside.  

 

USDCNH 0.5% higher yesterday as fresh irritants emerged in U.S-China ties. Biden transition 

news and mood shifts .6.5955 caps upside. Large size 6.50 USD/CNH one touch binary 

options. Exp maximum defense. Ranged for now. 

  

Rise towards 1.34 (Sept 2 high) influenced by AstraZeneca & EU-UK deal hope. Focus on fish 

and fair play as talks go on. Now Services under stress - GBP downside hedge cost rises on 

worries that further potential gains are limited -indicates vulnerability to a buy rumor, sell fact 

reaction. GBP event risk: 4 BoE MPC members to address TSC at 1530GMT.1.3400 to hold for 

1.3100  

 

Major dollar rebound - USD/JPY highest level in a week -. Nov. 9's explosive rally, and 

yesterday’s third daily low just above Nov. 18 trough.50% of 105.68-3.655 slide at 104.67 - 

break to accelerate for 105.70. 

 

USDINR: cares little about vaccine or virus or recession or US yields. Exuberant sellers held at 

bay as usual. 74.10 held yesterday -above 74.26 to test 74.45 (farfetched to expect?) 


